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Abstract

The emerging citation-based QA systems are
gaining more attention especially in generative
AI search applications. The importance of ex-
tracted knowledge provided to these systems is
vital from both accuracy (completeness of infor-
mation) and efficiency (extracting the informa-
tion in a timely manner). In this regard, citation-
based QA systems are suffering from two short-
comings. First, they usually rely only on web
as a source of extracted knowledge and adding
other external knowledge sources can hamper
the efficiency of the system. Second, web-
retrieved contents are usually obtained by some
simple heuristics such as fixed length or break-
points which might lead to splitting information
into pieces. To mitigate these issues, we pro-
pose our enhanced web and efficient knowledge
graph (KG) retrieval solution (EWEK-QA) to
enrich the content of the extracted knowledge
fed to the system. This has been done through
designing an adaptive web retriever and incor-
porating KGs triples in an efficient manner. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of EWEK-QA
over the open-source state-of-the-art (SoTA)
web-based and KG baseline models using a
comprehensive set of quantitative and human
evaluation experiments. Our model is able
to: first, improve the web-retriever baseline
in terms of extracting more relevant passages
(>20%), the coverage of answer span (>25%)
and self containment (>35%); second, obtain
and integrate KG triples into its pipeline very
efficiently (by avoiding any LLM calls) to out-
perform the web-only and KG-only SoTA base-
lines significantly in 7 quantitative QA tasks
and our human evaluation. 1.

1 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) have shown great
potentials to be used for question answering

1The codes of this work will be available at
https://github.com/huawei-noah/Efficient-NLP/
tree/main/EWEK-QA .
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Figure 1: Overview of performance vs. efficiency of
EWEK-QA (KG+Web), WebGLM (Web-only), and
ToG (KG-only) on the WebQSP dataset (See Table 4
for details). Each circle represents one solution with
its LLM’s name and the number of calls to the LLM
(indicated as ×n). The size of each circle indicates the
relative size of its corresponding backbone LLM. The
relative speed represents the speed with respect to ToG
with LLaMA-2-13B. Bear in mind that ToG with Chat-
GPT needs to call the closed-source ChatGPT system 8
times on average, which can increase the expenses and
also raise privacy concerns for sensitive applications.

(QA) (Tan et al., 2023) tasks. However, relying
only on the internal knowledge (gained from pre-
training or fine-tuning) of LLMs for answering
questions may lead to issues such as hallucination,
lack of knowledge, or outdated knowledge (Gao
et al., 2023b). To address these problems, retrieval
augmented generation (RAG) (Gao et al., 2024) can
be leveraged to assist with grounding the answer
of LLMs to some external knowledge bases such
as web or knowledge graphs (KGs). While this
approach can be very useful in practice to reduce
the hallucination of LLMs (Huang and Yu, 2023),
it still remains challenging to identify which parts
of the answer come from the external knowledge
or internal knowledge of LLMs (i.e. knowledge
grounding).

Citation-based QA systems, such as generative

https://github.com/huawei-noah/Efficient-NLP/tree/main/EWEK-QA
https://github.com/huawei-noah/Efficient-NLP/tree/main/EWEK-QA


AI search applications (e.g. Microsoft’s new Bing 2

or YOU.com 3), aim at addressing the knowledge
grounding issue by adding proper citations from
relevant retrieved passages (so-called quotes in this
paper hereafter) to their answer.

In this regard, instruction-tuned LLMs learn
to give citations by supervised fine-tuning or in-
context learning (Liu et al., 2023).

Moreover, considering the abundant number of
users and queries to these citation-based QA sys-
tems, the whole pipeline should be designed to run
very efficiently while providing accurate answers.

A case in point is WebGLM (Liu et al., 2023)
which is an efficient web-enhanced question an-

swering system based on the 10B GLM model (Du
et al., 2022). To the best of our knowledge, We-
bGLM is the first of its kind to efficiently use open-
source models for QA systems with citation capa-
bility. In this paper, we aim to improve the accuracy
of WebGLM while keeping its efficiency. While
WebGLM (Liu et al., 2023) outperforms a similar
size (13B) WebGPT model (Nakano et al., 2022)
significantly and works on-par with the large We-
bGPT model (175B), there remains some major
challenges to deal with. First, WebGLM only relies
on the web as a source of external knowledge (Liu
et al., 2023), which might not be sufficient on
its own for answering a diverse set of questions
(e.g. multi-hop reasoning questions (Yang et al.,
2018b) or knowledge graph question answering
(KGQA) (Perevalov et al., 2022) tasks). Second,
its web-retrieval module, usually breaks the pages
based on some simple heuristics such as length or
breakpoints (to form the quotes), which can give
rise to splitting complete information into indepen-
dent pieces.

To address these problems, we propose our
Enhanced Web and Efficient Knowledge graph re-
trieval for citation-based QA systems (EWEK-QA
) which tries to enrich the content of the extracted
quotes fed to the LLM in WebGLM through in-
corporating KGs and extracting adaptive quotes
rather than fixed-length quotes from the web. It
is worth mentioning that state-of-the-art (SoTA)
KGQA techniques (Sun et al., 2024; Luo et al.,
2024), which extract informative triples from KGs,
require several calls to LLMs. In this regard, us-
ing open-source LLMs can significantly increase
the end-to-end latency of the models and using

2https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge/
features/bing-chat?form=MA13FJ

3https://you.com/?chatMode=default

closed-source LLMs (such as ChatGPT) can bring-
up extensive costs and privacy concerns (see Fig. 1).
Additionally, the sheer size of modern KGs (e.g.
Freebase) makes it challenging to efficiently extract
the most relevant sub-graphs. Hence, our solution
focuses on retrieving the most informative triples
from KGs with minimal calls to the LLMs (to main-
tain the efficiency of the entire pipeline).

We evaluate our EWEK-QA using several qual-
itative (i.e. human evaluations) and quantitative
experiments on different types of QA tasks such
as open-domain QA (ODQA), multi-hop reason-
ing, and KGQA. The results show that our adaptive
web-retriever

can significantly improve the quality of extracted
quotes in terms of relevance to the queries, cov-
erage of the answer span, and self-containment
(i.e. containing complete information to answer
questions). EWEK-QA with its efficient graph
retriever and adaptive web-retriever is able to
outperform both WebGLM and SoTA Think-on-
Graph (ToG) (Sun et al., 2024) significantly on
KGQA and ODQA datasets by >10% and >3%
on average respectively. Moreover, EWEK-QA
achieves between ∼ 3× to ∼ 6× speedup com-
pared to ToG when using open-source LLaMA-
2-13B model (Touvron et al., 2023) (see Fig. 1).
Finally, our human evaluation shows that EWEK-
QA answers questions >20% more accurately than
SoTA baselines. The results indicate the impor-
tance of combining web-extracted knowledge with
KG-extracted triples in designing citation-based
QA systems. Our contributions are summarized as
follows:

• We propose an efficient citation-based QA
system that utilizes two external knowledge
modalities: web text, and KGs simultaneously
without hampering the efficiency. Our effi-
cient KG extraction module does not use any
open-source or close-source LLM calls but
still the triplets provide valuable information
to the system.

• EWEK-QA introduces an adaptive web-
retrieval module which is able to extract more
informative and more relevant quotes.

• We demonstrate that our solution is able to out-
perform KG-only and Web-only QA baselines
in wider range of QA tasks such as KGQA,
ODQA, and multi-hop reasoning datasets

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge/features/bing-chat?form=MA13FJ
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge/features/bing-chat?form=MA13FJ
https://you.com/?chatMode=default


based on comprehensive quantitative and hu-
man evaluations.

2 Related Work

Citation-based Question Answering Systems
Citation-based QA systems can be viewed as an
enhanced version of regular retrieval augmented
generation (RAG) solutions (such as REALM (Guu
et al., 2020), RAG (Lewis et al., 2020), and At-
las (Izacard et al., 2023)) which are able to add
citation from relevant retrieved quotes during the
answer generation. RAG are able to integrate ex-
ternal knowledge into the generation process; how-
ever, they cannot add citation to the answers. We-
bGPT (Nakano et al., 2022) is one of the pioneering
works on citation-based QA which fine-tuned GPT-
3 (175B) to answer open-domain questions using
web by browsing through most relevant pages and
adding references to the answers from the relevant
pages. GopherCite (Menick et al., 2022) is an-
other case in point where a 280B model LLM was
fine-tuned using reinforcement learning based on
human preference to generate answers with proper
citations. Although the models such as WebGPT
and GopherCite rely on the power of large scale
LLMs, WebGLM (Liu et al., 2023) introduced an
efficient citation-based QA approach based on fine-
tuning much smaller LLMs. WebGLM showed bet-
ter performance compared to a similar size (13B)
WebGPT model (Nakano et al., 2022) significantly
and works on-par with the large WebGPT model
(175B). To the best of our knowledge, WebGLM
is the first of its kind to efficiently use open-source
models for QA systems with citation capability.
We found WebGLM as the most relevant work to
ours and we keep that as one of our main SoTA
baselines. We aim at improving the accuracy of
WebGLM while keeping its efficiency.

Knowledge Graph-Augmentation for Reasoning
in LLMs Many recent works leverage the rich
and structured knowledge of KGs to mitigate the
hallucination and reliability issues of LLMs. Early
studies (Yasunaga et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021;
Yasunaga et al., 2022) integrate KG embedding
methods using GNNs with LLM models during the
finetuning or pre-training stage. While such ap-
proaches have shown promising results in explain-
ability and reasoning, they tend to require extensive
task-specific finetuning.

Another line of works combines external knowl-

edge from KGs into LLMs during the prompt-
ing stage. KB-Binder (Li et al., 2023) leverages
the Codex LLM (Chen et al., 2021) to generate
a SPARQL query that extracts the answer from
the KG. KAPING (Baek et al., 2023) retrieves
the most relevant one-hop KG triples via dense
retrieval models and provides them to the LLM as
context. KD-CoT (Wang et al., 2023) proposes to
verify and modify CoT reasoning traces with KG
knowledge in order to alleviate hallucination and
error propagation. MindMap (Wen et al., 2023)
builds a prompting pipeline where the LLM rea-
sons over the extracted KG subgraphs and gener-
ates answers grounded by the "reasoning pathways"
within the KG. RoG (Luo et al., 2024) uses an LLM
to retrieve reasoning paths from the KGs based on
relation "plans" grounded by KGs. ToG (Sun et al.,
2024) performs beam search on KGs using LLMs
to dynamically extract the most relevant reasoning
paths. While it displays impressive performance
on KGQA datasets, it requires many LLM calls per
questions, and it degrades on open-domain datasets
where the answer may not exist in the KG. Addi-
tionally, it heavily relies on closed-source LLMs
(e.g. ChatGPT) for SoTA performance.

3 Methodology

Our approach consists of two main components:
Knowledge Extraction (§3.1) and Answer Compo-
sition (§3.2), which operate sequentially. When
presented with a question, we initiate the knowl-
edge extraction phase to gather the pertinent in-
formation required for answering. Subsequently,
we employ an open-source LLM to generate a co-
hesive final answer solely based on the collected
information. See Fig. 2 for the full pipeline.

3.1 Knowledge Extraction: Web and KG
We concurrently extract information from two dis-
tinct knowledge sources – Web (§3.1.1) and Knowl-
edge Graph (§3.1.2) – to gather external data for
addressing a given query.

3.1.1 Adaptive Web Retrieval
We introduce an adaptive module designed to ex-
tract pertinent passages (referred to as quotes) from
unstructured web text (refer to Figure 5 in the Ap-
pendix). Initially, relevant webpages are retrieved
using the Bing search engine, followed by a multi-
step process to extract quotes, as detailed below.
Our approach is termed "adaptive" because it inte-
grates a heuristic-based parser, the Paragraph Split-



[Q1] Open Domain Question:  Are the Laleli Mosque and Esma Sultan Mansion located in the same neighborhood?
[Q2] Multi-hop Question: Which movie with a character called Ajila was directed by Angelina Jolie?
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Figure 2: Comparison of EWEK-QA , ToG (Sun et al., 2024), and WebGLM (Liu et al., 2023) pipelines. EWEK-QA
utilizes both knowledge modalities which enables to correctly answer both question types using a single LLM
call. ToG requires O(ND) costly calls where N and D represent the beam search width and depth respectively.
WebGLM relies solely on the web which makes it unfit for multi-hop reasoning questions.

ter (PS), with a small language model, the Evidence
Extractor (EE). This dynamic extraction process
adjusts according to both the specific query and
the format of the webpage, managed by PS and
EE respectively. Once webpages are transformed
into candidate quotes, our Retrieve and Rerank
module selects the most relevant quotes, followed
by removal of redundant quotes by a deduplicator
module. We provide a detailed explanation of each
module below.

Paragraph Splitter (PS). This module is sim-
ilar to the WebGLM retriever. As in Liu et al.
(2023), we divide the webpage contents into a list
of candidate passages using line breaks. We ap-
ply additional constraints to further improve the
quality of the quotes: we utilise <p> tags in the
webpage’s HTML to produce candidate passages;
any passage with less than 10 tokens is discarded;
any passage with more than 80 tokens is broken
down into shorter passages while respecting sen-
tence boundaries (see §A.7 for more details).

Evidence Extractor (EE). The task is similar to
the machine reading comprehension (MRC) (De-
vlin et al., 2019) task. Instead of pursuing an an-
swer span (like in MRC), the target here is to ex-
tract evidence spans from the webpage contents

that can provide support to answer the question.
We fine-tune a pre-trained MRC model – DeBERTa
(He et al., 2021) – on the MS Marco dataset (Bajaj
et al., 2016) to identify text spans from webpages
that are relevant to the user query (see §A.7.2 for
more details).

Retrieve and Rerank. Given all the candidate
quotes produced by PS and EE, we retrieve and
re-rank them based on semantic relevance using
two cross-encoder models of different sizes: (1) a
small filtration model to remove irrelevant quotes
and (2) a larger cross-encoder model to re-rank the
filtered passages. Specifically, we use a six-layer
MiniLM (Wang et al., 2020) with 22M parameters
as the filtration model and a large DeBERTa (He
et al., 2021) with 900M parameters as the re-ranker
model. Both models are trained on the MS Marco
dataset for the passage ranking task.

Deduplicator. Since both PS and EE extract
quotes from the same webpages, there is a need
to eliminate duplicate quotes. We use a small bi-
encoder six-layer MiniLM to produce sentence em-
beddings for each passage and compute the cosine
similarity between each pair of embeddings. Any
passage with cosine similarity > 0.9 is removed.



3.1.2 ToG-E: Sub-graph Retrieval

Knowledge Graphs (KGs) serve as structured and
dynamic repositories of information. Integrating
LLMs with KGs presents an adjunctive strategy
to mitigate LLM’s limitations in answering multi-
hop reasoning questions (Sun et al., 2024). Prior
KG sub-graph extraction modules demonstrated
enhanced effectiveness across diverse question
types (Wang et al., 2023; Luo et al., 2024).

Adhering to the Think-on-Graph (ToG) method-
ology (Sun et al., 2024), we employ beam
search (Jurafsky and Martin, 2000) on the KG to
extract a relevant sub-graph given a question. In
a nutshell, ToG iteratively invokes an LLM to ex-
plore possible reasoning paths on the KG until the
LLM determines that the question can be answered
based on the current reasoning paths. At each itera-
tion, ToG constantly updates the top-N reasoning
paths until a max depth D is reached. To enhance
this execution, we introduce an efficient variant of
the ToG method, denoted as ToG-E. In contrast to
the original ToG methodology, the ToG-E returns
a sub-graph in the form of "entity, relation, entity"
triples without invoking any LLM.

Three primary distinctions characterize ToG-E
in comparison to ToG: 1) During the pruning step,
ToG relies on an LLM to acquire scores for can-
didate relations and entities in the beam search,
whereas ToG-E utilizes SentenceBert (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019) embeddings of the question, re-
lations, and entities to compute cosine similarity
scores for each relation and entity. 2) ToG-E omits
a reasoning step employed by ToG to halt before
reaching the maximum depth in the beam search. 3)
The ToG-E method produces a sub-graph as its out-
put, regardless of whether the extracted sub-graph
is informative or not. In contrast, the ToG method-
ology validates the extracted sub-graph (triples)
by engaging an LLM and may further prompt the
LLM with a CoT (Wei et al., 2022) instruction.
This additional step aims to elicit an answer solely
based on the parametric knowledge of the LLM
in case the sub-graph is deemed to lack sufficient
informativeness.

In contrast to ToG, which relies heavily on
closed-source LLMs such as ChatGPT to achieve
effectiveness, our approach sidesteps the use of any
LLM during the triple extraction process from the
KG (see Figure 2). Furthermore, our system does
not require any KGQA supervised dataset for train-
ing or fine-tuning. As a result, we compare our

method with prompt-based approaches.

3.2 Answer Composition

After extracting KG triples and web quotes, we
utilize an open-source pre-trained LLM to process
this data and construct a coherent response, sup-
plemented with citations to relevant knowledge
sources. The KG triples constitute the initial pas-
sage, while the subsequent passages consist of web
quotes, all serving as inputs to the answer composer
model (see §A.4 for details).

In our experiments, we employed the WebGLM-
10B model (Liu et al., 2023) for answer composi-
tion by default. This model has been fine-tuned
specifically for the task of composing answers:
given a question and a set of text passages (5 to
10) containing relevant information, the LLM is
trained to produce an accurate answer grounded in
these passages.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. We use 4 KGQA datasets to evaluate
the multi-hop reasoning abilities of our approach:
WebQSP (Yih et al., 2016), CWQ (Talmor and
Berant, 2018), GrailQA (Gu et al., 2021), and Sim-
pleQA (Bordes et al., 2015). Additionally, we
evaluate on 3 ODQA datasets: HotpotQA (Yang
et al., 2018a), WebQuestions (Berant et al., 2013),
and Natural Questions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski et al.,
2019a). We evaluate our models on a random sam-
ple of 1000 instances from each dataset to manage
computational costs. However, for WebQSP and
CWQ, we use the full test set, and for Natural Ques-
tions, we assess a random subset of 400 samples.
Freebase KG (Bollacker et al., 2008) is utilized for
all datasets. See §A.1 for details.

Evaluation Metrics. We compute Hits@1 to
evaluate the models’ answers following prior works
(Baek et al., 2023; Jiang et al., 2023; Li et al., 2023).
That is, each question receives a score of 1 if the
target answer is present within the predicted LLM
answer, and 0 otherwise. The metrics used in our
human evaluation studies are discussed in §4.2.2
and §4.3.

Baseline Methods. We use standard prompting
(IO Prompt) (Brown et al., 2020) and Chain of
Thought (CoT) prompting (Wei et al., 2022) with
6 in-context examples as prompting baselines with
no external knowledge. Additionally, we compare



Method WebQSP CWQ WebQuestions HotpotQA GrailQA SimpleQA Natural Questions Avg.
w/o External Knowledge

IO Prompt w/ChatGPT 59.8 39.4 53.7 31.2 27.4 18.5 51.1 40.1
CoT w/ChatGPT 61.0 37.8 54.1 33.1 29.6 18.8 52.8 41.0

fine-tuned w/External Knowledge
DeCAF (Yu et al., 2023) 76.6 56.6 - - - - - -
KD-CoT (Wang et al., 2023) 73.7 50.5 - - - - - -

Prompting w/External Knowledge
ToG (ChatGPT) (Sun et al., 2024) 74.1 46.7 59.3 28.3 70.8 56.7 44.8 54.3
WebGLM (Liu et al., 2023) 63.5 42.3 54.3 38.7 34.3 29.7 57.6 45.8
EWEK-QA (Ours) w/ KG 59.9 40.1 50.7 20.6 70.0 57.9 17.8 45.2
EWEK-QA (Ours) w/ Web 68.0 48.1 58.1 42.9 36.7 33.0 64.7 50.2
EWEK-QA (Ours) w/ KG + Web 71.3 (+7.8) 52.5 (+10.2) 61.2 (+6.9) 43.6 (+4.9) 60.4 (+26.1) 50.9 (+21.2) 62.5 (+4.9) 57.4

Table 1: Hits@1 accuracy ↑ for different datasets. KGQA Datasets: WebQSP, CWQ, GrailQA, and SimpleQA.
Open-domain Datasets: WebQuestions, Hotpot, and Natural Questions. For EWEK-QA , we compare having
access to only KG triples, only web quotes, or both. The parentheses represent improvement over WebGLM.

our method to 4 SoTA baselines that can access
external knowledge: ToG (Sun et al., 2024), KG-
CoT (Wang et al., 2023), DeCaF (Yu et al., 2023),
and WebGLM (Liu et al., 2023).

ToG performs beam search on KGs using Chat-
GPT to keep track of the most relevant reason-
ing paths. KD-CoT generates faithful reasoning
traces based on retrieved external knowledge to
produce precise answers. DeCaF is a finetuning-
based method that jointly generates search queries
over KGs and predicts the final answer. Finally, We-
bGLM is a web-based QA system that composes
an answer based on external knowledge retrieved
through a web search.

We experiment with two backbone language
models for ToG: ChatGPT (Table 1) and Llama-2-
13B (Table 4) (Touvron et al., 2023). For EWEK-
QA and WebGLM, we use the WebGLM-10B an-
swer composer in all experiments unless specified
otherwise. Refer to §A.1 for more details.

Human Evaluation Setup. We perform two hu-
man annotation experiments to evaluate the quality
of: (i) final answer generated by the model (§4.2.2)
and (ii) web quotes extracted by our adaptive re-
triever (§4.3). Four professional annotators are
carefully selected from a pool of 20 candidates
based on their demonstrable skills and expertise.
They are trained and continuously monitored by
our domain expert. We present them with detailed
task-specific instructions and illustrative examples
covering potential scenarios that they might en-
counter during the annotation process. They con-
tribute 600 hours of total annotation time on both
tasks and receive a compensation of $19 USD per
hour.

4.2 Main Results

In this section, we present the end-to-end evalu-
ation of our proposed system. We evaluate the
quality of the final generated answer using Hits@1
accuracy (§4.2.1) and human annotators (§4.2.2).

4.2.1 Automatic Evaluation
The performance comparison of EWEK-QA with
different prompting and finetuning baselines is pre-
sented in Table 1. We observe that standard IO
prompting results in particularly low performance
for multi-hop open-domain and KGQA datasets
(e.g. HotpotQA and GrailQA). Interestingly, CoT
delivers only a minor improvement over standard
prompting which shows that such multi-hop do-
mains require more than relying on the internal
parametric knowledge of ChatGPT. Although De-
CAF outperforms KG-CoT and exhibits top perfor-
mance for WebQSP and CWQ, it requires extensive
finetuning for each dataset making it an impractical
choice for a generic QA system. ToG shows com-
petitive performance on KGQA datasets but falls
short on open-domain datasets such as HotpotQA.
Note that, unlike the open-domain setting, KGQA
methods assume that the answer is an entity that ex-
ists in the KG; making them unsuitable for generic
questions (e.g. Yes/No questions).

We observe that EWEK-QA with only web
quotes surprisingly performs well on some KGQA
datasets (e.g. CWQ) and significantly outperforms
all baselines on HotpotQA. This demonstrates the
power of web-based QA systems for multi-hop
open-domain questions which require reasoning
over more than one supporting passage to answer.
Having access to both external knowledge modal-
ities inherits both the benefits of WebGLM and
ToG, achieving competitive performance on 5/7
datasets while using a fraction of computational



cost (efficiency details in Table 4 and §4.4.1).

4.2.2 Human Evaluation
Metrics and Data. We adopt a 3-level Correct-
ness score inspired by Gao et al. (2023a). Each
model output receives one of three labels: IDK
(Does not know or is unable to answer), Incorrect
(Is fully or partially incorrect), or Correct (Is fully
correct with, possibly, extra information). We cre-
ate a special test set of 92 challenging queries: 20
factual queries adapted from SimpleQA and CWQ,
17 verbose factual queries developed for this re-
search, 15 recent factual queries answerable with
∼ one-year-old data, 20 ’yes/no’ reasoning queries,
and 20 factual reasoning queries from CWQ.

The annotation results for all methods are pre-
sented in Table 2. EWEK-QA w/KG + Web reports
a significant improvement of 21% over the base-
line WebGLM. ToG has competitive performance
as WebGLM but has a higher proportion of "IDK"
answers. We believe this is due to the reliance
on ChatGPT’s parametric knowledge when beam
search fails.

Model IDK Incorrect Correct
IO Prompt w/ChatGPT 0.38 0.21 0.41
CoT w/ChatGPT 0.41 0.18 0.40

ToG 0.25 0.25 0.50
WebGLM 0.00 0.47 0.53
EWEK-QA w/KG 0.00 0.48 0.52
EWEK-QA w/Web 0.01 0.41 0.58
EWEK-QA w/KG + Web 0.00 0.26 0.74

Table 2: Human evaluation performance measured in
Correctness (is it able to correctly answer the ques-
tion?) on a small 92 hand-picked challenging queries
dataset using 3 annotation labels: IDK (unable to an-
swer), Incorrect, Correct.

4.3 Web Retriever Evaluation

To measure the quality of Adaptive retriever quotes,
we obtain human annotations for the top quotes
retrieved by Adaptive retriever and the existing
WebGLM retriever on 100 random queries from
two datasets: ELI5 (Fan et al., 2019) and Natu-
ral Questions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019b). The
results are presented in Table 3. The quotes are
annotated along three dimensions: Answer Span
(AS), Self-Containment (SC), and Pertinence (Per).
AS measures what proportion of the quote is used
verbatim by the LLM Answer Composer, SC mea-
sures whether the answer in the quote is complete
or truncated, and Pertinence measures how relevant

the quote is to the query and whether it is able to
answer the query (annotated on a scale of 0 − 3).
Refer to §A.5 for more details.

As can be seen in Table 3, the quality of our
quotes is significantly better than WebGLM quotes
on both datasets across all three dimensions. This
holds true whether we consider only the topmost
quote or all top five quotes extracted by the re-
triever. This can be attributed to our improved
heuristic parser and the additional evidence extrac-
tor component that is able to extract more relevant
and complete quotes from webpages.

4.4 Ablation and Analysis

4.4.1 Efficiency Analysis.
In Table 4, we study the efficiency of EWEK-QA
over ToG. In order to ensure a fair comparison,
we stick to open-source LLMs for both methods.
We observe that ToG’s performance significantly
degrades when using small open-source LLMs
(i.e. LLaMA-2-13B). On the other hand, EWEK-
QA uses even smaller open sourced LLMs and
achieves SoTA performance. Moreover, EWEK-
QA requires only one LLM call to compose an
answer as opposed to ToG which can require up to
2ND +D + 1, where N and D are the width and
depth of the beam search respectively. Our method
relies on fast retrievers and small embedding mod-
els (e.g. SentenceBert) allowing for 5× decrease
in LLM calls per question.

In Table 4, we also present an analysis of how
variations in the answer composer model impact
the performance of our system. This examination
leverages two distinct datasets: WebQSP, a KGQA
dataset, and WebQuestions, an ODQA dataset.
Specifically, we conducted experiments employing
three different models: WebGLM-10B, WebGLM-
2B, and LLaMA-2-13B. The LLaMA-2-13B (chat
version) model is fine-tuned on the WebGLM-QA
dataset (Liu et al., 2023) 4. This dataset, previ-
ously utilized by Liu et al. (2023) for fine-tuning
WebGLM-2B/10B answer composer models, com-
prises of questions, reference passages, and corre-
sponding answers grounded within these passages.
Fine-tuning of the LLaMA-2-13B model was con-
ducted across 8 V100 GPUs. More details can be
found in §A.4.

Our findings indicate that the performance of our
system remains robust across various off-the-shelf
open-source LLMs serving as answer composers.

4https://huggingface.co/datasets/THUDM/webglm-qa



ELI5 NQ
Quotes Retriever Per AS SC Per AS SC
Top-1 WebGLM 1.76 0.37 0.35 2.07 0.28 0.49

EWEK-QA (EE) 2.07 0.48 0.49 1.76 0.37 0.35
EWEK-QA (PS) 2.2 0.57 0.54 2.51 0.47 0.73

EWEK-QA (EE + PS) 2.23 0.5 0.58 2.66 0.53 0.8
Top-5 WebGLM 1.71 0.35 0.34 1.86 0.3 0.38

EWEK-QA (EE) 1.9 0.45 0.37 2.2 0.45 0.57
EWEK-QA (PS) 1.99 0.49 0.41 2.17 0.39 0.55

EWEK-QA (EE + PS) 2.02 0.5 0.43 2.36 0.47 0.64

Table 3: Human evaluation of the web quotes retrieved by our system and WebGLM measured using Pertinence
(Per), Answer Span (AS), and Self-containment (SC). Evaluated by professional human annotators on 200 random
queries ELI5 and Natural Questions datasets.

Dataset Method LLM Avg. Runtime (s) Avg. # LLM calls Hits@1

WebQSP
ToG LLaMA-2-13B 128.7 5.6 45.6

WebGLM WebGLM-10B 44 1 65

EWEK-QA (Ours)
LLaMA-2-13B 29 1 73.2
WebGLM-10B 40 1 72.9
WebGLM-2B 21 1 68.9

WebQuestions
ToG LLaMA-2-13B 124.4 5.7 37.8

WebGLM WebGLM-10B 45 1 54.3

EWEK-QA (Ours)
LLaMA-2-13B 26 1 60.8
WebGLM-10B 35 1 61.2
WebGLM-2B 20 1 58.4

Table 4: Efficiency vs Performance Analysis: Comparing the baseline ToG with our method locally using the
LLaMA-2 and WebGLM models respectively. "Avg. # LLM calls" represents the average number of LLM calls
performed by ToG during search and reasoning stages per question. "LLM" represents the LLM used by the
method to predict the answer. Here, EWEK-QA uses both KG and web external knowledge. "Hits@1" reports the
performance on 1000 samples.

Notably, despite similarities in LLM utilization be-
tween our approach and the baselines, our method
enhances the quality of the extracted knowledge
and outperforms both in terms of effectiveness and
runtime.

Table 5 provides a comprehensive runtime
(sec/query) comparison between the EWEK-QA
web retriever and WebGLM retriever, conducted on
a subset of 230 questions from the Natural Question
dataset. We have run WebGLM with the default
hyperparameters provided by the authors. We ran
both EWEK-QA and WebGLM retriever models
on V100 Nvidia GPUs. The efficiency of our web
retriever stems from our deliberate design choices.
Our design facilitates parallelism during web page
scraping and segmentation through the Evidence
Extractor and Paragraph Splitter modules, as these
modules operate independently. Also, each web
page is parsed and segmented independently of
others, optimizing efficiency. Unlike employing
a single retriever or re-ranker, we adopt a double-
module format for faster inference. In this format,
a smaller, faster language model (LM) with 22
million parameters filters out noisy quotes, retain-

ing only the most promising 70 quotes, which are
then reranked by a larger LM with 900 million pa-
rameters to enhance final ranking. Notably, this
reranking process with the larger model is swift
due to the small number of quotes involved in a
single forward pass.

Figure 3: Sources of the quotes cited by the Answer
Composer across queries from two KGQA and two
ODQA datasets. "None" denotes that the answer con-
tains no citations. "Web Quotes + KG Triples" indicate
that both KG Triples and Web Quotes are cited.



Total Time Extract (Split) Fetch (Crawling) Filter (rank) Search Engine
WebGLM Retriever 12.2093 0.785376 8.44552 1.8486 1.12285

Total Time Deduplicator EE + PS Retrieve & Re-rank Search Engine
EWEK-QA Web Retriever 11.4965 0.12887 9.47622 1.0043 1.0028

Table 5: Average run time (in seconds) of each module within EWEK-QA web retriever and WebGLM retriever for
a single query. EE and PS refer to Evidence Extractor and Paragraph Splitter, respectively. The experiment was
performed on 230 questions randomly selected from the Natural Questions dataset.

4.4.2 Citation Analysis
In order to study the efficacy and usefulness of
our knowledge extraction approach, we conduct
an analysis on the quotes cited by the LLM An-
swer Composer for queries from two KGQA and
two ODQA datasets. Figure 3 presents the distribu-
tion of citation sources in the EWEK-QA answers
across the four datasets. Interestingly, the model re-
lies only on the Web Quotes for most of the queries
across all datasets (70% of WebQSP questions).
We attribute this to the richness and diversity of
information available on the Web as compared to
knowledge graphs. Nevertheless, KG Triples are
utilized by the model for a large number of queries
(29% of WebQSP questions).

Citation Accuracy. As hallucination is a com-
mon problem with LLMs, we verify the accuracy of
these citations. We extract cited sentences from the
answer and use GPT-3.5 to assess whether it is sup-
ported by the corresponding citation. We achieve
an average citation accuracy of 89.6% across the
four datasets, thereby strengthening the claim that
hallucination is not biasing the citation analysis.
Refer to §A.3 for per-dataset accuracy, prompt de-
tails and an analysis on the number of cited quotes.

5 Conclusion

We introduce EWEK-QA, an efficient and generic
QA system that is capable of answering both open
domain and multi-hop reasoning questions. Con-
trary to prior works, our system relies on two ex-
ternal knowledge modalities: KGs and the web.
We develop an adaptive web retriever to extract
coherent and complete quotes from webpages. Fur-
thermore, our ToG-E method eschews reliance on
LLMs to extract the most relevant KG triples. Ex-
tensive experimental results on a variety of dataset
types show significant efficiency gains over base-
lines. For future work, we aim to further improve
the KG subgraph extraction module through more
powerful embedding methods and experiment with

using bigger backbone LLM models.

Limitations

The datasets used in this work successfully bench-
mark the multi-hop reasoning abilities of all meth-
ods. However, we have found the exact match
(i.e. Hits@1) evaluation to be constraining for
this setting. For example, there exists many cases
where the answer composer will correctly answer
a question but in a different wording than expected.
Therefore, it is worthwhile to scale up the human
evaluation to gain more reliable results. Moreover,
we do not utilize the most up-to-date KGs such
as WikiData5 which can limit our performance on
temporal questions.
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A Appendix

A.1 Implementation Details
Since initial topic entities for HotPotQA and NQ
are not provided by default, we use the ReFinED
model (Ayoola et al., 2022) to identify the Wiki-
Data (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014) entities in
each question and map them to the corresponding
FreeBase entities via the “FreeBase ID" relation.
We discard the questions where no Freebase entities
are found. Moreover, we do not use the provided
context for HotpotQA questions to test the retrieval
performance of the baselines.

All method outputs were reproduced, except for
DeCAF and KD-CoT. DeCAF outputs were ob-
tained from their GitHub repository6, evaluated
using our script, while KD-CoT numbers were ex-
tracted from their paper. All results are on 1000
random samples except for WebQSP and CWQ
which are on the full test set and for Natural Ques-
tions which is on random 400 samples.

We use LLaMA-2 with ToG. LLaMA-2 was run
on 8 V100-32G GPUs without quantization, with
temperature parameter 0.4 for pruning and 0 for the
reasoning process. The maximum token length for
the generation is set to 256. We use 5 shots in the
ToG prompts for all the datasets. The maximum
depth and width of the beam search is fixed to 3.
ToG-E uses the same hyper-parameters except that
there is no reasoning/stopping stage and the prun-
ing is performed via SentenceBert (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019). The final answer is generated by
the answer composer given the extracted KG triples
and web quotes. For EWEK-QA and WebGLM,
we retrieve the top 5 relevant quotes of max length
128 tokens. The web-pages are retrieved via the
Bing search API.

A.2 Computing Infrastructure
All experiments were done on a Ubuntu 20.4 server
with 72 Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6140 CPU @
2.30GHz cores and a RAM of size 755 Gb. We use
a NVIDIA Tesla V100-PCIE-32GB GPU.

A.3 Citation Accuracy
The citation accuracy on the individual datasets is
presented in Table 6. We used the following prompt
with GPT-3.5 to assess if the citation was accurate
or not:
You are given an Answer and a Context. Your task is
to identify whether the information in the Answer

6https://github.com/awslabs/decode-answer-logical-form
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Dataset Accuracy
CWQ 86.6

WebQSP 92.7
WebQuestions 93.2

HotpotQA 86.1

Table 6: Citation Accuracy for the four datasets. GPT-
3.5 is used for judgements.

is present in (or supported by) the information
in the Context. Output "Yes" if the Answer is
supported by the Context.

Answer: {sub-answer}
Context: {quote}

Figure 4: This figure depicts what percentage of the
quotes provided by our knowledge extraction approach
are cited in the final answer. Note that Paragraph Splitter
and Evidence Extractor correspond to Web Quotes, and
KG Triples come from the knowledge graph.

We also analyse how many of the quotes pro-
vided by our knowledge extraction approach are
deemed useful by the answer composer. Figure
4 shows that, on average, 65% of the quotes pro-
vided are cited by the answer composer across the
four datasets. More importantly, quotes originating
from both streams of our adaptive web retrieval –
Paragraph Splitter and Evidence Extractor – are
used in the final answer.

A.4 Answer Composer
Given the quotes, we prompt the WebGLM 10B
answer composer model with the following:
[CLS] Reference [1]: {Quote1} \Reference [2]:
{Quote2} \Reference [3]: {Quote3} \Reference
[4]: {Quote4} \Reference [5]: {Quote5} \Question:
{Question} \Answer: [gMASK] <|endoftext|>
<|startofpiece|>

When using the LLaMA-2-13B answer com-
poser, we use the following prompt:
<s> [INST] <<SYS>> Given the following quotes
answer the question. You are given five quotes with

their numbers. Each quote used in the answer should
be cited with [ and ] symbols and the number of the
quote in between. <</SYS>><s> [INST] <|QUESTION|>
{Question} <s> [INST] <|QUESTION|> <|QUOTES|>
1: {Quote}
2: {Quote2}
3: {Quote3}
4: {Quote4}
5: {Quote5}
<s> <|ANSWER|>

When KG triples are included, they are passed
in as the first quote.

A.5 Web Retriever Quotes Annotation
For this task, the annotators were asked to evaluate
the quality of the extracted quotes. They were given
files containing queries and quotes. To evaluate
how good is the Quote at answering the Query or
at contributing in answer the query, the annotators
were asked to work on three different metric for
each quote:

• Pertinence: a score that measures how rele-
vant the quote is to the query and whether the
answer can be found in the quote. The given
score must be [0, 3] ↑:

– 0 means that the quote does not answer
the query AND the query-quote pair is
irrelevant (different subjects).

– 1 means that the quote does not answer
the query BUT the query-quote pair is
relevant (have same subject).

– 2 means that the quote partially answers
the query AND the query-quote pair is
relevant (have same subject).

– 3 means the quote completely answers
the query AND the query-quote pair is
relevant (have same subject).

• Answer-span: this metric is used to know
where the answer is. The annotators were
asked to highlight the part of the quote which
answer (even partly) the query. The high-
lighted text must be a single continuous string
of text; if the answer to the query appears in
multiple sections, separated by non-related
data, all the sections must be highlighted. The
score for this metric is computed by dividing
the length (number of characters) of the high-
lighted text by the length (number of char-
acters of the quote), so the score would be
[0, 1] ↑.

• Self-containment: this metric is used to mea-
sure if the answer was cut-off or absent. A



binary score was assigned to each quote; 0
means that the quote does not contain the an-
swer or only partially, 1 means that the quote
correctly contains and mentions the answer.

See Tables 10 and 9 for examples of human
quote evaluation on queries from the Eli5 and NQ
datasets respectively.

A.6 Generated answer Annotation
For this task, the annotators were asked to evaluate
the evaluate if and how correctly does the generated
answer respond to the query. They were given files
containing queries and generated answers. To do
so, the annotators were asked to use a single metric:

• Correctness: this metric indicates how well
and how completely did the generated answer
correctly respond the query? The given score
must be [0, 2] ↑:

– 0 means the generated answer indicates
it does not know or is unable to answer
the query.

– 1 means the generated answer responds
fully or partially incorrectly. This in-
cludes the answers that are only partially
correct.

– 2 means the generated answer responds
correctly and might even include addi-
tional information.

A.7 Adaptive Web Retrieval
In this section, we layout additional details about
the two components that produce candidate quotes,
namely Paragraph Splitter and Evidence Extractor.

A.7.1 Paragraph Splitter
For every webpage returned by the search engine,
we scrape the contents of each page using Beauti-
fulSoup7. Like in Liu et al. (2023), we divide the
webpage contents into a list of candidate passages
using line breaks. Since web-scraping is a time
consuming task, we use multi-threading to scrape
and parse each webpage in parallel. Additionally,
for efficiency, we cache the search engine results
and the scraped URL contents in a database. We
apply additional constraints to improve the quality
of the candidate passages produced by the heuristic
parser. In addition to using the newline character,
we also utilise the <p> tags in the webpage’s HTML
to produce candidate passages; any passage that has

7https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/

less than 10 tokens is discarded. If a passage con-
tains more than 80 tokens, we further break it down
into shorter passages no longer than 80 tokens such
that the sentence boundaries are respected. This
is slightly different from WebGLM’s parser since
they just relied on line breaks and used html2text
to extract the text from HTML pages. Furthermore,
in WebGLM’s parser, lines shorter than 50 charac-
ters were dropped and longer lines are truncated
with first 1200 characters followed by “. . .”.

Figure 5: The pipeline for our adaptive web retrieval
module.

Figure 6: The candidate quotes produced by the Para-
graph Splitter (Heuristic Parser) can be incomplete if
they break on newlines or <p> tags. In comparison,
a trained Evidence Extractor model can extract self-
contained quotes.



A.7.2 Evidence Extractor
By exploiting the similarity between evidence
extraction and machine reading comprehension
(MRC), we fine-tune the pre-trained MRC model—
DeBERTa (He et al., 2021)— to extract a span of
text from the documents. Instead of pursuing an
answer span (like in MRC), the target here is to
extract evidence spans that can provide support to
answer the question. In comparison to the Para-
graph Splitter, the candidate passages produced by
Evidence Extractor are likely to be more complete
and self-contained since it is not restricted to any
predefined heuristic for chunking which can lead to
incomplete chunks. See Figure 6 for an example.

Training Data. For this task, we use the MS
Marco dataset which is a collection of about 1M
queries sampled from Bing’s search logs. The hu-
man editors are shown web passages relevant to
the query and asked to compose a well-formed
answer. Each query is accompanied with a set
of 10 passages which may contain the answer to
the question. The editors annotate the passage as
is_selected if they use it to compose their final an-
swer. Specifically, we create a training set of 110K
instances from the Train split of MS Marco dataset
using only the passages that the annotators tagged
as useful while composing their answer (marked
in the metadata with is_selected = 1). Similar to
span-prediction based MRC, each train instance is
a three-tuple of (qi, si, ci) where qi refers to the
query, si refers to the relevant passage span that the
annotators used when composing their answer, and
ci is the full text of the webpage (ui) from where si
was derived. For every useful passage (is_selected
= 1) per query, we use it and the corresponding
webpage with the question to create a data-point
in our dataset. The model trained is expected to
predict the span, si, when jointly provided with
query and context webpage text (qi,ci).

Training Details. We experimented with De-
BERTa and Longformer models for this task. We
train the model for one epoch on four V100 GPUs
using a learning rate of 3×10−5 and training batch
size of 32. The best model is selected using the
f1 measure on a set-aside validation set of 10k
instances.

A.8 Example Outputs

A sample answer for EWEK-QA and several base-
lines can be found in Table 7. Table 8 includes the

KG triples and quotes extracted by EWEK-QA for
a sample question in. Tables 10 and 9 include ex-
amples of human quote evaluation on queries from
Eli5 and NQ datasets respectively.



Model Answer
Which movie with a character called Ajila was directed by Angelina Jolie?
WebGLM The movie with a character called Ajila was directed by

Angelina Jolie and is called Girl, Interrupted. Angelina
Jolie stars as Lisa Rowe, a sociopath in the 1960s psychiatric
hospital who becomes Susanna Kaysen’s unlikely friend on
her journey to self-discovery[4].

ToG Based on the given knowledge triples, the movie directed
by Angelina Jolie that features a character called Ajila is
"In the Land of Blood and Honey". Therefore, the answer
to the question is {In the Land of Blood and Honey}.

EWEK-QA The movie directed by Angelina Jolie with a character called
Ajila is In the Land of Blood and Honey[1][4]

Table 7: Output example for the 3 models. The question is picked from the HotpotQA dataset.



Quote Content
Are the Laleli Mosque and Esma Sultan Mansion located in the same neighborhood?
KG Triples (’Esma Sultan Mansion’,

’architecture.architect.structures_designed’,

’Balyan family’), (’Esma Sultan

Mansion’, ’architecture.structure.architect’,

’Balyan family’), (’Laleli Mosque’,

’religion.place_of_worship.religion’, ’Islam’),(’Balyan

family’, ’architecture.structure.architect’,

’Esma Sultan Mansion’), (’Balyan

family’,’architecture.structure.architect’,

’Beylerbeyi Palace’), (’Balyan family’,

’architecture.structure.architect’,

’Dolmabahçe Mosque’),(’Beylerbeyi Palace’,

’architecture.architectural_style.examples’,

’Ottoman architecture’), (’Dolmabahçe Clock

Tower’, ’architecture.architectural_style.examples’,

’Ottoman architecture’), (’Dolmabahçe Clock

Tower’,’architecture.structure.architectural_style’,

’Ottoman architecture’)",’The Esma Sultan Mansion

(Turkish: Esma Sultan Yals)

Quote 1 The Esma Sultan Mansion (Turkish: Esma Sultan Yals),
a historical yal located on the Bosphorus in the Ortakoy
neighborhood of Istanbul, Turkey and named after its origi-
nal owner Princess Esma Sultan, is used today as a cultural
center after being redeveloped.

Quote 2 The Laleli Mosque (Laleli Camii) is the centerpiece of the
Laleli neighborhood in Istanbul , Turkey . It sits along Ordu
Street (Ordu Caddesi), which is part of the historic Divan
Yolu

Quote 3 The Laleli Mosque (Turkish: Laleli Camii, lit. ’Tulip
Mosque’) is an 18th-century Ottoman imperial mosque lo-
cated in Laleli, Fatih, Istanbul, Turkey.

Quote 4 Laleli is a neighborhood in Istanbul, Turkey, with a few
points of interest. It’s located in the Fatih district between
Beyazt and Aksaray. Laleli Laleli runs along Ordu Street
(Ordu Caddesi), which is part of the historic Divan Yolu.

Quote 5 Location At the intersection of Ordu and Fethi Bey Streets
in Laleli Neighborhood, Eminonu District., Istanbul, Turkey
Directions Associated Names Mustafa III, Ottoman Sultan
Turkey patron Mehmet Tahir Aga Turkey architect/planner
Istanbul Turkey place Events / AH damaged in earthquake
in 1766/1179 AH Show all 3 Style Periods Ottoman Vari-
ant Names Laleli Kulliyesi Alternate transliteration Laleli
Kulliye Variant. About Home Sites Authorities Collec-
tions Search Laleli Kulliyesi Istanbul, Turkey The Laleli
Complex is a mosque complex commissioned and partly
designed by Ottoman sultan Mustafa III. The word "Lale",
in Turkish, is a tulip.

Table 8: KG triples and quotes extracted by EWEK-QA .



Retriever Quote Per AS SC
who was the king of england in 1756

WebGLM King of Great Britain and Ireland from 1727 to 1760 1 0.0 0
Ours George II (George Augustus; German: Georg August; 30

October / 9 November 1683[a] - 25 October 1760) was King
of Great Britain and Ireland, Duke of Brunswick-Luneburg
(Hanover) and a prince-elector of the Holy Roman Empire
from 11 June 1727 (O.S.) until his death in 1760.

3 1.0 1

what is the name of the hyena in lion king
WebGLM In the first book of the novelization series, The Lion King:

Six New Adventures, A Tale of Two Brothers, the young
hyenas appear at the beginning where they surround a help-
less Rafiki who had just arrived in the Pride Lands. King
Ahadi comes to his rescue just in time, with his sons Mufasa
and Taka (Scar) in tow, and demands that the hyenas leave.
Later, Scar meets with the hyenas, the story revealing that
he asked for their help. Shenzi advises Scar to make himself
look good by making Mufasa look bad. Taka is intrigued
by the suggestion and plans to incite a cape buffalo called
Boma to fight Mufasa. His plan goes badly and his eye
is wounded by the buffalo herd in the process, hence the
nickname "Scar".

1 0.0 0

Ours According to Timon in The Lion King 1, her full name is
Shenzi Marie Predatora Veldetta Jacquelina Hyena. Her
first name means s̈avage,̈ p̈agan,̈ üncouth,̈ or b̈arbarousïn
Swahili. Her distinguishing features are five prominent
bangs hanging over her face and a mane that reaches all the
way to her bangs.

3 0.34 1

who is the biggest selling female group of all time
WebGLM Opening up the top three best-selling girl groups of all time

is the American R&B trio TLC. The girl group was formed
in 1991 and it consisted of T-Bozm Chilli, Left Eye, and
Crystal Jones, however, Crystal left the group early on.

1 0.0 0

Ours The Spice Girls (here in 2008) are the best-selling girl group
in history.

3 1.0 1

Table 9: Examples of human quote evaluation on queries from NQ.



Retriever Quote Per AS SC
Why do we prefer cold pillows to warm pillows?

WebGLM - Firmness: Preferred firmness will differ from person to
person. Firm pillows can provide greater support for the
head and neck, while softer pillows can reduce pressure. A
person can consider choosing pillows from brands that offer
sleep trials or allow returns so they can replace or exchange
their pillow if it is not comfortable.

1 0.0 0

Ours Is it better to sleep on a cold pillow? Research shows that a
warm environment may keep people awake and disrupt the
body’s regular sleep-wake cycle, resulting in poor quality
sleep. A cold pillow may help a person feel cool enough to
fall asleep.

3 0.84 1

PayPal, how it works, if it’s trustworthy/worthwhile and should I get it?
WebGLM PayPal has various measures in place to make sure PayPal

is safe for both buyers and sellers, whenever they make or
receive an online payment. It’s one of the reasons PayPal
grew to be such a popular payment platform. For buyers,
PayPal offers protection on eligible PayPal purchases, as
well as 24/7 monitoring of accounts to watch out for suspi-
cious transactions, dispute resolution services and more.

2 1.0 0

Ours PayPal is a service that allows you to use your credit card
to pay for things on the internet. It’s not trustworthy or
worthwhile, but if you’re willing to put in the time and
effort to learn how to use it, it’s worth it. If you don’t trust
PayPal, don’t use it.

3 1.0 1

Table 10: Examples of human quote evaluation on queries from Eli5.


